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Case Study (P651) of the little angel MIA, a minor committing 

Suicide due to Deepfake AI, CGI, photos manipulation, social 

media bullying, paparazzi and evil people blackmail. Chief 

Justice Roberts J. stated that there is no better gift a society can 

give children than the opportunity to grow up safe and free but 

what about Dangers of Deepfake AI ?  The FBI issued a warning 

on creation of synthetic content. Director Wray C. said that AI is 

a ripe for potential abuse.  Thou believest that there is one God; 

thou doest well: the devils also believe, and tremble (James 2:19) I 

am my beloved’s and my beloved is mine (Solomon 6:3): The 

importance to sensitize the youths on this scourge of Deepfake AI 
 

1
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ABSTRACT: The paper is a case study of the Case of little angel MIA 
2
, a minor committing Suicide due to 

Deepfake AI, CGI, photos manipulation, social media bullying, paparazzi and evil people blackmail. Chief 

Justice Roberts J. stated that there is no better gift a society can give children than the opportunity to grow up 

safe and free but what about Dangers of Deepfake AI ?  The FBI 
3
 issued a warning on creation of synthetic 

content. Director Wray C. 
4
 said that AI is a ripe for potential abuse. In this case they shared a deepfake video 

of Mia's TikTok and made fun of her 
2
 and she committed suicide. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The youths of schools, colleges and Universities are sensitized regularly on some scourges of the 

Society such as DRUG and VIOLENCE. The new Evil causing ravage are DEEP FAKES AI, Revenge Porn  , 

CGI, videos and photo manipulations. Families, couples and lives are ruined because of these immoral acts. 

People suffer mental breakdown, traumatized and have health problems. Blackmailers also abuse of the 

situation. 

 

Chief Justice Roberts J said '  There is no better gift a society can give children than the opportunity to grow up 

safe and free - the chance to pursue whatever dreams they may have.'  
1
 

but what about the dangers of DEEPFAKE AI , Revenge Porn , Photos and videos manipulations ? 

What about ruined lives of  Minors like little angel MIA ?
2    

The FBI issued a warning on the matter 
3
 Malicious Actors Manipulating Photos and Videos to Create 

Explicit Content and Sextortion Schemes , synthetic content known as Deepfakes. Director Wray C said that 

artificial intelligence, or AI, “is ripe for potential abuses.” 
4
 

According to Forbes 
5
A deepfake is a method to create a seemingly real video with realistic movements 

and audio. You may think of it as a blend between animation and photorealistic art. Deepfakes are made from an 

AI-based deep database that accurately mimics people's faces and voices to the point where they are almost 

impossible to tell apart from the real thing. From BBC 
6
 A deepfake is an image or video that has been digitally 

altered with the help of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to replace the face of one person with the face of another 

'immoral, often misogynistic, and a crime"."The creation of deepfake sexual images is despicable and 
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completely unacceptable irrespective of whether the image is shared," she said."It is another example of ways in 

which certain people seek to degrade and dehumanise others - especially women.  

In India 
7
Deepfakes of Bollywood stars spark worries of AI '...actors have said the videos are fake. 

Facebook, X and at least eight fact-checking websites have said they are altered or manipulated....' 

 

II. FINDINGS  

The Case of MIA
 2
  

Schoolboys allegedly used a group chat to make fun of a 14-year-old fellow pupil who is believed to 

have killed herself, an inquest has heard. Mia Janin, a pupil at the Jewish Free School (JFS) in Kenton, north-

west London, was found dead at her family home in Harrow in March 2021. Her father, Mariano Janin, has said 

he believes she was cyber-bullied. Statements given by Mia's friends to the Met Police following her death were 

read to the inquest. Barnet Coroner's Court heard evidence that Mia was bullied at school and their friendship 

group was nicknamed the "suicide squad" in the months leading up to her death. Police admit losing evidence in 

teen suicide case Girl took her life after being bullied, hearing told Bereaved dad wants access to child's social 

media. They said that one of Mia's TikToks was shared to a Snapchat group chat run by male pupils at JFS, 

where they made fun of her. One child said the boys used the group chat to share nude photos of girls.Mariano 

Janin believes Mia was bullied via a chat group. The child added: "They took screenshots of girls' faces on 

social media and made fun of them. They shared a video of Mia's TikTok and made fun of her."They said the 

boys also photoshopped girls' faces onto the bodies of pornography performers.The child said that they had a 

conversation with Mia the day before she died, when Mia asked: "If you died would people care about you the 

next day?""We laughed it off, that was all she said, it was just in normal conversation," the child said.Another 

child said that the TikTok video had been posted by Mia the night before she returned to school after the end of 

Covid restrictions.The child said that Mia had received lots of negative comments on the TikTok video from 

other pupils at JFS."Mia said she was fine, but I don't think that she was fine," she said.Mr Janin told the inquest 

that his daughter asked if she could move school after coming home after her first day back.The inquest heard 

that his wife Marisa, who has since died, told Mia she could be homeschooled for the rest of the school year, 

and that they would look into moving her to a new school after.Mia then went to bed. Hours later, she was 

dead.Area coroner Tony Murphy said that there was no evidence that any images or videos involving Mia had 

been shared in the group chat, except for the TikTok.The inquest heard that Rabbi Cohen, former deputy 

headteacher at JFS, told the boys to close down the group after Mia's death. JFS's position is that the school was 

not aware of the existence of the group chat before Mia's death. 

 

III. CONCLUSION  

Those DEEPFAKES AI and other scourges spread rapidly like wildfire, the law, Ministries and Authorities 

need to sensitize the youths, those who are in contacts with social medias and videos platforms Kindly DO NOT 

BELIEVE THOSE Deep Fakes AI, Revenge Porn, CGI videos and photo manipulations that have been causing 

irreparable damages, worries, anxiety, health problems, mental psychological traumas to many families and 

couples. And the blackmailers have been extorting innocent people who were in grief.  

 

For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church:  and he is the saviour of the 

body. Ephesians 5:23 

 “But I have been the Lord your God,ever since you came out of Egypt.You shall acknowledge no God but me,  

no Savior except me. Hosea 13:4 

‘and the two shall become one flesh'; so then they are no longer two, but one flesh. Therefore what God has 

joined together, let not man separate.” Mark 10:8-9 

 

'for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness and in health, to love and to cherish, until parted by 

death' 
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